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About This Issue  

Issue # 56 

March/April 2010 

 

Here we are at the second issue of our tenth year in production! We're still working on a 

few odd things like our new Back Issues section, but overall, this has gone together 

well. It does seem to be an issue for steps and tips, though!  

 

I would like to encourage all of you to submit material to Vision. I've learned that many 

people who have been writing for a while I have found things that are helpful for them, 

even if they haven't reached publication yet. You could well have a view point or a little 

trick that might well help others. 

 

In this Issue... 

 

http://www.visionforwriters.com/
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Inkygirl Comic Procrastination comic from the talented Debbie Ridpath Ohi! 

 

Questions for Authors What do some authors think are the imporant changes in the 

world of publishing over thet last ten years? 

 

Workshop: A Year of World Building and Conflict/Part Two A continuation from last 

issue, with more potential trouble spots in your fictional world. 

 

Top Markets in Speculative Fiction by Margaret McGaffey Fisk Take a look at some of 

the best markets out there for science fiction and fantasy. 

 

Advice for Young Writers: The Rules of Science by Elizabeth Chayne While these 

articles are aimed at younger writers, there is good advice here for all of us! 

 

Creating Characters for Children's BooksBy Stephanie Baudet will help you create 

excellent characters for young readers. 

 

Twelve Steps to a Better Virtual Book Tour by Penny Lockwood Ehrenkranz brings 

good solid advice to those who are starting to work on marketing for their books. 

 

Three Steps to Creating Fantasy Names by Lena Hoppe is a great way to make certain 

your naming conventions will work for your story. 

 

Seven Tips to Help You on the Road to Publication by Suzan L. Wieneroffers excellent 

advice that all writers should keep in mind. 

 

Technical Writing Hints: Improving the Communication by Patrick M. Kennedy -- while 

this article is aimed at technical writing, it offers good insight into communications in 

general, and can help all writers. 
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Plus Reviews and more! 

Editor's Note: 

You Know More Than You Think  

By Lazette Gifford 

Copyright © 2010, Lazette Gifford, All Rights Reserved 

A large number of us are going just a little crazy this winter. There's that white 

stuff out there. Granted, this is Nebraska, and we're used to white stuff here. However, 

I've had five foot snow drifts since December, and quite honestly, I've seen enough 

snow for a while. 

But I'm a writer. I start looking at the snow and thinking about what it must have 

been like to live here a hundred years ago or two hundred years ago before the 

European Invasion. I can barely stand to trudge out to the street and my mailbox to see 

if there's anything worthwhile. (And why do I bother when I know there won't be?) I can't 

imagine trudging through snow trying to reach a cabin and the warmth of a wood fire -- if 

you laid up enough wood to make it through the full winter. We've had snow on the 

ground since November, after all, and it's going to be quite thick on the ground still in 

March. 

It's the writer part of me, taking in the sights, sounds and feel of this exceptionally 

long winter and filing it away for a future story. So when I write the next novel with a 

massive snow storm, you'll know it came from the winter of 2009-2010. 

We're repeatedly told to write what we know. Well, we know a lot of things you 

may not really think about. You know weather, and how people react to problems. You 

can apply that to any setting, whether a snow storm in the Midwest or an ice storm on 

planet Perilous. Don't limit yourself to writing little stories about little things. You know 

more than that, and what's even better -- you can learn. Don't know how people 
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survived those winters before 'civilization' stepped in? Go read about it. Take notes. You 

can learn anything if you put your mind to it. 

Don't waste bad weather days. Make notes. Read books when you can't work on 

writing. Expand your knowledge and you won't have much trouble at all with the 'write 

what you know' idea. 

However, also remember that fiction isn't just about known things. It's more about 

imagination and where the mind can take us that we've never gone before. There are 

times when you can't 'write what you know' because no one has been there before. Go 

and explore those places. Build them in your mind and use all that you know and all that 

you can imagine. We don't write fiction just to present the world as it is. We write fiction 

to mirror the real world -- sometimes very closely, and sometimes with wild abandon. 

Don't be afraid of stepping off into the unknown. You're going to find some really 

interesting things out there. 
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Comic: Procrastination Sign #34  

By Debbie Ridpath Ohi 

Copyright © 2010, Debbie Ridpath Ohi, All Rights Reserved 

 

 

 

 

  

http://www.inkygirl.com/
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Questions for Authors  

By Lazette Gifford 

Copyright © 2010, Lazette Gifford, All Rights Reserved 

 

Welcome back to more questions for authors! This issue's questions for authors 

produced some interesting answers, including the number of people who wrote back to 

say they felt they couldn't answer them. Below are the list of questions:  

1. Are there any books you believe all fiction writers should read, no matter what genres 

they write?  

2. Are there books specific to any given genre that you believe people writing that genre 

should read?  

3. What are your favorite books? 

 

C. J. Cherryh 

1. Sophocles' plays are good. Economy of place, time, persons: great study for short 

story. 

2. Read the foundational books in a genre as well as the more current ones. 3. Eclectic. 

Farnol, Tolkein, Haggard, Bradley, Leiber, Vergil, Vance, Niven-Pournelle, Asimov, you 

name it. 

Unhappily, I can rarely read for pleasure with the schedule I keep: after a hard day 

writing and editing, I just want to go out and take to the ice (figure skater), or walk in the 

garden. My eyes aren't what they used to be, and I need a little rest from concentration.  

Website  

Wave without a Shore (RSS feed blog) 

Publications: 

A Closed Circle  

With Lynn Abbey and Jane Fancher  

 

 

http://www.cherryh.com/
http://www.cherryh.com/WaveWithoutAShore
http://www.closed-circle.net/
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Steve Miller 

1. Besides dictionaries? No. While a certain amount of cultural literacy is useful I'm often 

unimpressed by the books others think I need to suffer through in order to write. I think 

fiction writers should read widely, in multiple genres, and with some recall that books 

that are seen as important by critics or readers one year are often seen as old-hat fads 

the year after. Read for interest and for fun. 

2. Not exactly. I do think it behooves a genre writer to read across time in a genre, to 

know the names of the legendary writers and stories and to know why they are 

considered legends, and I think having a general sense of history of a genre -- what was 

hot 20 years ago, 40 years ago, during WW II -- even back a century or two, makes 

sense. Missing any single "important" book will likely not blight a writer's life or career. 

3. Well, when I was in first grade it was "Green Eyes" a cat book I haven't been able to 

locate since third grade (this was the 1950s). Then it was the Eleanor Cameron's 

Mushroom Planet books, and then all of the biographies in the kid's section, and then 

Heinlein's Red Planet and Verne's 20,000 Leagues Under The Sea and ... and this is 

the thing, this favorite book idea, like your favorite beverage, could and perhaps should 

change over time. I'm no longer a fan of Hershey Syrup chocolate milk, and the really 

fun Miss Pickerell books leave me cold now.  

Authors -- I have favorite authors! Georgette Heyer, Andre Norton, CJ Cherryh, Roger 

Zelazny, Anne McCaffrey, Jim Kjelgaard, and Walter Farley, and Cordwainer Smith, and 

others. Some I reread when I'm tired of winter and won't touch in the summer. Want ten 

books, not in order of greatness, but as I recall them? 1) Janet Kagan's Hellspark. 2) 

Andre Norton's The Stars Are Ours. 3) Heinlein's Double Star. 4) Georgette Heyer's The 

Grand Sophy. 5) Farley's Island Stallion . 6)Kjelgaard's Wild Trek. 7) Jack London's Call 

of The Wild. 8) Dorthy Sayers' Lord Peter 9) Zelazny's Creatures of Light and Darkness. 

10) Cacher of the Rye by Carl Brandon (Terry Carr). There's ten.  

Liad Universe  

 

 

http://www.korval.com/liad.htm
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Lazette Gifford 

1. I have probably spent far too much time with new writers, but I have to say that the 

one thing I think all writers need to read, especially early in their careers, are books on 

grammar. This is a subject that I am still wrestling with but I can tell you, having read a 

lot of submissions over the last few years, that if you have a 'grammar clue' you are 

going to be far ahead of a lot of other people submitting their books.  

Take the time to learn the grammar rules. Of all the rules of writing, those are the ones 

you are least likely to get away with breaking. Read a book or two. I know most people 

suggest Elements of Style, but I rather like Grammatically Correct by Anne Stilman 

(ISBN 0898797764) I learned more from that book than from anything else I've read. 

2. I have two suggestions for things I feel everyone should read. The first is that, while 

it's good to read all you can in your genre, don't make yourself read books that bore 

you. It's obvious that you aren't their market, and that also means that the books you 

write will not be the market for those who love that particular work. Be wise in what you 

read. And read outside your genre. Learn from other types of books and bring what you 

learn back to your own chosen genre. Look outside the box. 

And that also means to read other than fiction. I strongly suggest that people read 

nonfiction books -- history, science, biography -- everything that catches their attention. 

Don't just read them because you have to research something for your current book. 

Nonfiction reading will open your mind to things that fiction can't always provide. It also 

allows you to 'tap the source' for original material. Nonfiction books are filled with great 

ideas that you can adapt to any genre. 

3. My tastes are eclectic in books. Some of my favorites are Dune by Frank Herbert, 

Dhalgren by Samuel R. Delaney, Disraeli, A Portrait of the Victorian Age by Andre 

Maurois, Pride of Chanur by C. J. Cherryh, Tactics of Mistake by Gordon R. Dickson, all 

of the Dresden File books by Jim Butcher, any history book by the historian Michael 

Grant (not the YA author), Seven Pillars of Wisdom by T. E. Lawrence, Catspaw by 

Joan D. Vinge . . . you get the idea.  

Zette's Site 

Farstep Station, Available at Amazon.com  

http://www.lazette.net/
http://www.amazon.com/Double-Dog-Hunter-Farstep-Station/dp/1893687821/ref=sr_1_3/102-2698060-2160116?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1183758115&sr=8-3
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Jack Scoltock 

1. I believe fiction writers couldn‘t do better than read- From the Corner of his Eye by 

Dean Koontz. This is a fantastic exciting moving story and I have read it several times. 

2. If you are writing fantasy- please please read ANY Dean Koontz books. His latest, 

BREATHLESS will leave you so. 

3. Anything by Dean Koontz. Down the years I have read him I have never been 

disappointed. I have read many of his books several times.  

www.jackscoltock.com 

The Meltin' Pot From Wreck to Rescue and Recovery, published by the History Press is 

to be launched on March the sixth, and already released by the Inishowen sub-aqua 

club who found the B 17 bomber. 

Challenge of the Red Unicorn is out in March aswell. Published by www.virtualtales.com  

 

 

Jane Toombs 

1. I would encourage any writer to read some of the classics such as Jane Eyre, 

Wuthering Heights and To Kill A Mockingbird. The reason being that all of these grip a 

reader for different reasons. Studying the reasons for this would aid any writer. 

2. The problem with this is some companies, such as Harlequin/Silhouette have a vision 

of how romances should be and their authors are forced to fit themselves within that 

vision. (Yes, I wrote for them.) The point is a writer shouldn't base a romance book from 

H/S as how to do it unless they want to write for that company. So, if you write romance, 

be sure and vary your reading among all the publishing companies who produce it. 

There are so many subgenres of romance, that if writers plans to do a particular 

subgenre, they need to focus on writers who publish in whatever one they plan to. 

3. I'd rather list favorite authors, ones I come back to from time to time for atmosphere: 

Edgar Allan Poe; H,P. Lovecraft, The Bronte Sisters, Abraham Merritt, Rudyard Kipling. 

http://www.jackscoltock.com/
http://www.virtualtales.com/
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Otherwise I almost never reread books, no matter how much I might like them. I think 

it's because I read to find out what happens next, and once I know--that's it.  

www.JaneToombs.com  

 

 

Jim Burk 

1. At least two or three of the Icelandic sagas (which is where both fantasy and modern 

fiction started) and THE LITTLE PRINCE. And EATS, SHOOTS & LEAVES, which is a 

marvelous book on punctuation. 

2. In fantasy and sf, LORD OF LIGHT by Roger Zelazny; Little, Big by John Crowley; A 

PLANET FOR TEXANS by H. Beam Piper and John Mcguire; and THE MAKESHIFT 

ROCKET by Poul Anderson -- the latter two showing how a story can just be fun. 

3. Besides the ones already listed, fantasy and sf from the 50s and 60s by the masters, 

MOCASSIN TRAIL by Eloise Jarvis McGraw, JACK OF SHADOWS and A NIGHT IN 

THE LONESOME OCTOBER by Roger Zelazny, and THE STORY OF ROLF AND THE 

VIKING BOW by Allan French 

. And BLUEBERRY GIRL is practically a tutorial on how to write for a younger audience.  

Home is the Hunter  

 

 

Darwin Garrison 

1.: a) 1984 by George Orwell 

b) Fahrenheit 451 by Ray Bradbury 

c) Starship Troopers by Robert A. Heinlein 

d) 2001 A Space Odyssey by Arthur C. Clark 

e) Dune by Frank Herbert 

f) The Dragon Riders of Pern by Anne McCaffrey 

g) The Deed of Paksenarrion by Elizabeth Moon 

h) One Thousand Words for Stranger by Julie Czerneda 

i) The Forlorn by Dave Freer 

http://www.janetoombs.com/
http://www.yarddogpress.com/burk&.htm
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j) Redliners by David Drake 

k) The core works of J.R.R. Tolkien (The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings trilogy) 

l) Armor by John Steakley 

> 2. If you're going to write mil-SF, you'd do well to study Baen's leading authors, Drake 

and Ringo, as well as Heinlein and Laumer. They're at opposite poles in terms of their 

approach to the subject, but both carry a great deal of following. Others to read 

including Kratman, Williamson, and Freer. Be wary of attempting to learn from mil-SF 

written by those who have not seen the elephant (Scalzi et al). 

Although such works can we entertaining, they tend to lack the authenticity of those who 

truly know. Aping the knowledge of such works can lead to a propagation of serious 

errors and fallacious assumptions that will render a work "tin-eared" and shallow. 

3. These are books that I read over for fun and enjoyment: 

a.) The Forlorn by Dave Freer 

b.) Redliners by David Drake 

c.) One Thousand Words for Stranger by Julie Czerneda 

d.) The Witches of Karres by James Schmitz 

e.) Gust Front by John Ringo 

f.) The Bolo stories written by Keith Laumer and contained in various anthologies from 

Baen Books.  

h.) The Paladin by C.J. Cherryh 

www.darwingarrison.com  

  

http://www.darwinagarrison.com/
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Workshop 

A Year of World Building, Part Two  

By Lazette Gifford 

Copyright © 2010, Lazette Gifford, All Rights Reserved 

Welcome back to more world building! Once again, we're going to cover more of the 

basics that people sometimes assume or overlook. This sort of material may not appear 

in a concrete form in your story, but will add richness to your background so that your 

characters aren't moving against a hastily sketched in world.  

Part Two 

In this issue we're going to cover some of the most basic needs of people, especially in 

group settings. This is only a brief summary of these items, and I hope enough to get 

you to consider them and look deeper. No matter how much you learn, though, 

remember to use it sparingly and wisely in your book. If your story is about a 

swordsman at his first job with the city guard, you're not going to spend time with the 

farmers outside the walls and go into agronomic details over their planting schedules. 

It's enough that the author knows and can safely predict harvest and disasters for the 

crops, and know that will impact both the life and the work of the swordsman. 

The dynamics of food and shelter very according to population and cultural dynamics, 

and are also important conflict areas, especially when there is a shortage of either. 

These are sources of trouble that can be manipulated in a story to create a new source 
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of trouble -- something that overlays the entire population and adds more trouble when 

the characters least need it. 

4. How are the people housed? 

In the middle ages, most people lived with extended families... but since people didn't 

usually live to be very old, that didn't mean every cottage had pairs of old folks on 

rockers. Life was not easy, and the care and medications that give people long life 

today were not available then. Living to be 40 was old in those days. 

On the other hand, a fantasy world may have an upper hand in that kind of thing -- but 

remember that the human body is complex and it's unlikely that just anyone with power 

is going to be able to do the work. 

The important point here is to consider the family structure and what it is going to take 

to house them. A little fantasy cottage sounds all nice and good, but remember that the 

farm animals like sheep often shared that space at night and in the winter. There was 

little privacy. 

Many people in the modern world contend with the problem of personal space. 

Overcrowding does lead to conflict as is obvious in the larger city centers of our world 

as compared to small communities. Overcrowding within the household is also a 

problem when limited housing makes it impossible for extended families to split up and 

acquire new holdings. 
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A science fiction setting on a ship or station obviously faces limitations of space. This 

will likely have an immediate impact on culture and laws. A source of conflict in this 

case could be someone coming late to the scene and who has lived in a far more open 

settlement. 

Aside from the considerations of space and general population density, there are other 

aspects to matters to keep in mind when thinking about housing and general building. 

The first is that of building materials. What is available with which to build shelter and 

how plentiful is it? How difficult is it to work? How long does it take someone to work 

that material into something useable? How stable is it? How does it stand up to the local 

weather? Is building a group project? Note that some anthropologists have suggested 

that civilization exists because groups of people joined together in building things that 

kept them safe from weather and attack by others. Group building requires cooperation, 

which requires mutual understanding (language), and consent to mutually beneficial 

agreements (laws). Building a home may be a single-family experience. However, 

building defensive works like walls around a town, or building a temple to the local gods 

requires cooperation. Cooperation sometimes means better, stronger buildings as more 

people add their power to things that one person -- a family -- might not be able to 

handle on their own. 

Do multiple groups house in the same building? This leads to the shape and structure of 

the building itself. Are there partitions? Where is the hearth situated? What about 

bathrooms, latrines or the like? Storage? Is the bedroom also the living room? 
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Exercise 4: 

(This will continue where we left off in the last issue. Use the answers you created from 

the January/February Issue of Vision to continue world building.) 

Advanced cultures can take advantage of far more complex building supplies, shipped 

in and pre-made from various areas. However, what were the available building 

supplies to the first people who settle into your story location? Even a space station will 

have started with something less grandiose, so try to imagine how those first few people 

lived. 

What are the dangers that make building, and perhaps cooperation, important to 

survival? This can apply to any kind of setting. Get down to the basics and then look at 

ways those basics might work to create conflict. 

5. Where does the food come from?  

Your characters sit down to dinner. The servants bring in trays of food. But where does 

that food come from? Food doesn't just magically appear in the kitchens. The servants 

go down to the market and buy it, right? But where does it come from before it reaches 

the market? 

In other words, where are your farmlands? If you have a large city, you need a 

correspondingly large amount of farmland to feed it. You will also need granaries for 

storing grain crops after the harvest. What about meat products? Venison was often 

reserved for the royals and cattle were not raised in large numbers because they ate the 

grain that would otherwise go to the people. Poultry is more easily raised. So are sheep 
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and goats, which can wander over otherwise useless land. But remember, in an age 

before refrigeration, there were only two ways to deal with meat over a long term. Most 

meat was dried. And people used a lot of spices to cover the taste of meat that was not 

as 'fresh' as we would want it. Fish, on the other hand, was fairly common, especially at 

port towns on both oceans and rivers. 

Spices were incredibly expensive for most of history, which made them useful only to 

the rich, and that again limited the eating of meat to the upper classes. 

So what do the lower classes eat? Porridge was popular -- a pot into which things went 

and cooked for days on end -- mostly vegetables. It was available at all hours, so there 

often wasn't a 'family meal' as we would understand it, especially since someone living 

in a little cottage with extended family and animals might not have room for a table.  

What types of crops can grow in the area? Does the local government have granaries 

for storing crops against future problems? This was a not infrequent method to deal with 

crop failure, and a powerful tool of the ruling class, especially in places like Egypt and 

Mycenaean Greece. On the other hand, the people in the city of Rome had the first 'fast 

food' stands. Because most people lived in small apartments with no hearth -- and 

where fires were very dangerous anyway -- it wasn't uncommon to buy precooked food 

from a vender and bring it home. 

I've seen odd problems with fantasy stories. I've occasionally read stories about elves 

living in the trees in a gigantic forest. They don't kill animals. They are respectful of 

nature. So what is it they're eating? They're either photosynthetic elves or else I'm 
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seeing a lot of moss and lichens in their diet. Maybe some tubers -- but it is something 

to think about when you set up such a society. Every time you create a setting, ask 

yourself what the characters eat. 

In a science fiction world, the problems sometimes become more complex. Food 

supplies on ships and space stations cannot be inexhaustible. If there are outside 

sources like ports of call for ships or merchant ships at stations and colonies, what is it 

they bring? From how far are the items transported, and how much does it cost to ship 

there? Shipping spices from the east to western cities was incredibly expensive 

throughout the middle ages. Is it much like that in your science fiction universe? 

How safe are alien foods? You don't need to have an alien culture for there to be plants 

of sorts brought from other worlds. It will pay to learn the basic components of foods 

that we eat (starches, sugars, etc.) and use them to build alien foods that are edible -- 

but also look at plants (for instance) that represent poisons to humans and find out what 

it is in them that is dangerous. You may have a wide field to play with. Take advantage 

of it. 

Exercise # 5 

Work out the basics: Where does the food come from? How much is needed to handle 

the needs of your community? Is anything imported? How 'balanced' is the diet? Are 

they lacking certain vitamins and apt to certain problems because of it? 

In a more modern setting the problems are more often focused around distribution. A 

break in distribution caused by a disaster or war can create a massive problem for large 
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settlements. A drought, flood, hail storm -- just about any problem in the weather can 

cause a major problem for a small community. What are the precautions taken in your 

setting? 

How difficult is it for people to get food to the table? How is it cooked? Is cooking a 

family or community endeavor? Who contributes the items? Who does the work? Who 

cleans up afterwards? Even in a science fiction, high tech society, it's going to take 

some work on someone's part to either present or clean up. Robots? People? Think 

about what each one would require.  

6. How do they pay for it? 

In fantasy stories, the person often wanders through the market and finds just the right 

thing and pays a few coppers for it. Sometimes the author even thinks to explain that 

the coppers came from work like helping with the blacksmith or some darning for others. 

Working out a basic coinage is simple. Decide on the metal (or stone or shell... but 

metal is often best) the coin is going to made from. Let's start with copper. How many 

pieces of copper equal one silver? How many silver to gold -- or whatever you use for a 

base. The size of the coin is going to affect how much it is worth. If you take the US 

coinage (before it was debased with other metals) a small silver dime was worth ten 

times as much as a larger copper penny. You can use such things in a general to work 

out your own coinage. It doesn't have to be elaborate. 
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However, if you have a coin-based economy, who mints the coins? If it is totally local 

(and it sometimes was the prerogative of a lord to mint coins in his own lands), then 

how often do foreign coins show up?  

Also remember that using coins wasn't always common, and people usually traded in 

goods. So if you had a blanket and you wanted some apples and a basket, how did you 

trade for it? Well, you might start by trading the blanket for two baskets, and then 

trading a basket for the apples. That means you have to be aware of the relative worth 

of various things. If the blanket is easy to make, then it's not going to be worth much. 

Maybe you need to trade some eggs and a blanket just to get a single basket. And it 

might not be the same from day to day. Trading for goods has far more leeway in the 

system for the relative worth of things. There are no signs, and if the person trading 

likes you, you might get a better deal than if he doesn't. Again, outsiders might find it 

harder to get essentials in some towns. If the city is large enough, though, the influx of 

outsiders with coin might be welcome. 

Now what about a science fiction world? How do people living on a station, for instance, 

handle paying for things? If they are on the station, you can believe that they're going to 

be working and getting 'credits' for the work. A station or a ship will not have idlers 

sitting around doing nothing. They can't afford to keep them around. Space, food and 

even the air they breathe is at a premium. 

Payment and finances would likely all be computer controlled in such a case -- 

somewhat akin to PayPal of today, where funds are dropped into an account and drawn 
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out from there. That also means a very tight control over what is bought by whom. 

There is likely 'trade' going on as well for a few things that might come in via the ships 

and crews. Keep track of where the ships come from. A ship coming from one sector 

will have different things than from another sector -- and there is the basis of trade for 

the station people. The same, of course, applies to sailing ships in a fantasy or even 

real world setting. 

Exercise 6: 

Work out the basic system by which people buy things like food. Trade? Coin? 

Computer controlled? It need not be elaborate. Just have some idea of how your 

character acquires the basics of life, even if they are completely controlled and handed 

out by the government. And where is the conflict? What happens when the economy 

fails? What happens when supplies are suddenly short and prices rise? What happens 

when someone new takes over the system and abolishes the old system? What 

happens in a village market when the new ruler says you can no longer pay taxes in 

kind, but must pay in coin instead?  

Put it all together 

Shelter, food, and a way to pay for it -- whether in trade or in coin or credits -- helps not 

only to define your setting, but also to set a norm that allows the writer to more clearly 

show when things are not normal. When the expectations of the characters are not met, 

you have created conflict. Food and shelter provide excellent spots to building tension, 

but only if you do so logically.  
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That's it for the second set! There will be more in the next issue of Vision: A Resource 

for Writers. 
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Top Markets in Speculative Fiction  

By Margaret McGaffey Fisk 

Copyright © 2010, Margaret McGaffey Fisk, All Rights Reserved 

Speculative fiction is an umbrella that covers fantasy, science fiction, horror, and 

sometimes historical fiction depending on how fantastical the works are. Not only that, 

but there's a thriving market in both crossovers, which mix two or more genres, and 

interstitial stories, which add a speculative element to a tale that would otherwise belong 

to another genre or market segment. Because it covers so many genres, a story 

appropriate to this market will not necessarily meet even the most general guidelines for 

every magazine. In this first article, I will discuss how to find markets that should offer 

you the attention necessary to attain professional status within the genre as well as 

mentioning some of the markets I have at the top of my submission list that take most if 

not all of the speculative fiction genres. In coming months, I will look at those markets 

that are interested in only one of the included areas. 

The traditional ranking in speculative fiction is set by the Science Fiction Writers 

Association (SFWA) as a combination of pay, circulation, and how long the market has 

been published. While not all professional writers of speculative fiction belong to SFWA, 

this criteria is generally accepted as the goal to which new publications aspire. 

A list of short story markets that meet SFWA's guidelines can be found here: 

http://www.sfwa.org/join-us/sfwa-membership-requirements/#shortfiction. While not 

exhaustive, any of these markets are good stepping stones for writers attempting to 

achieve professional standing. 

Another way to identify markets that have caught the public's eye (which includes 

editors who might be considering one of your stories) is through researching awards 

lists and year's best anthologies. With awards, it's important to look for those that are 

accepted as genre leaders, the type of label a reader might look for in a biography or on 
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the cover of a novel. The main awards in speculative fiction are the Hugo, the Nebula, 

and the John W. Campbell Award. Each of these considers both long and short works. 

Looking at who published the works in the nomination lists can indicate which 

publications have attracted notice. Similarly, if you happen to like the editor of a year's 

best anthology, look at where those stories came from to see which publications that 

editor follows. 

I've given you a couple of ways to find top markets in speculative fiction, but there are 

some aspects that don't show up in general research which make specific markets 

attractive. I have highlighted a few of the markets on my list, along with some of the 

reasons I submit to them first. All of these meet the SWFA standards for pro markets, 

but it is not an exhaustive list of ones that do. The criteria for pursing a market may 

change from writer to writer. What I offer below is to give you an idea of how to set your 

own guidelines. Any of the listed markets would be worth your while, though your 

reasons may end up differing from mine. 

However, just because these magazines are on my list doesn't mean I submit every 

single story to every single one of them. This is my starting point unless the story was 

written for a particular market, a themed anthology for example. From there, I evaluate 

whether the particular story falls within the market's guidelines. Even with these 

markets, which accept a broad spectrum of speculative fiction, there will be stories that 

do not match their interest areas. 

Still, when in doubt, don't do the rejecting for the editor. If a story falls within the big 

scope of the magazine but you are unsure on some of the smaller details, better to send 

and let the editor choose for the magazine instead of never giving the story the chance 

for an acceptance. This does not mean send a straight police procedural to a science 

fiction magazine, but a police procedural that crosses over into the paranormal may be 

just the edge the editor is looking for. Always read the guidelines carefully. Stories that 

fall into the gray areas may turn out to be exactly what the editor is looking for. Stories 
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that violate the criteria set out in the guidelines will not be welcomed, and a writer can 

get a poor reputation because of it. 

A quick reminder: These markets accept at least two of the genres considered part of 

speculative fiction. More specialized markets will be discussed later. 

Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction - http://www.sfsite.com/fsf/  

The Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction (F&SF) comes first on my list as a 

potential market for most of the stories I write. Not only has F&SF been published as a 

print magazine since 1949, but the previous editorial assistant, John Joseph Adams, 

started a tradition of incredibly fast turnarounds at a time when submitting meant putting 

a story on the shelf for 30 to 90 days...and that was for a form rejection. While many 

markets have adopted this goal (some are even faster because F&SF still works on the 

snail-mailed paper copy model), I know of no other printed pro-level magazine that does 

so. The new editorial assistant (JJA has moved on to head his own magazine) is 

apparently maintaining the same standard. 

Why does this matter? For you as a writer, it means if your story does not have a 

reasonable chance in a particular market, you know about it quickly so you can send the 

story off to the next market, which might have a different opinion. Editorial choices are 

subjective, and beyond the basics, a story's chances depend on factors out of your 

control. These factors differ from market to market, so a story may be submitted many 

times before finding a home. By offering a quick turnaround, F&SF helps you keep your 

story circulating. The advantage to the magazine is simple: writers like knowing faster, 

and so F&SF often gets first look at the available stories.  

 

Orson Scott Card's Intergalactic Medicine Show -  

http://www.intergalacticmedicineshow.com  

On the other end of the spectrum, there's Orson Scott Card's Intergalactic Medicine 

Show (IGMS). This online magazine began in October of 2005 and provides 
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subscription-based online content that is published on a bi-monthly schedule. IGMS 

offers an electronic submission system that generates a trigger email which you reply to 

with your story. It's quick and efficient. 

That said, the turnaround on my short stories has averaged around 100 days, with the 

shortest coming in at 27 days and excluding the longest, which was held for over a year. 

So if speedy turnaround is a major criterion, why is IGMS on my list? I have enjoyed the 

stories published in IGMS, and I appreciate the convenience of the submission system, 

but that's not the main reason. 

The order of markets on any writer's list is often as subjective as the selection of stories. 

In this case, the editor short-listed a story of mine and sent me periodic emails so I 

knew the tale was still under consideration. Though ultimately he couldn't find a slot, this 

is a sign that at least some of my style meshes with his taste. Since this makes it more 

likely that one of my stories will be accepted, it makes sense to send my stories to 

IGMS early in the submission cycle despite the turnaround delay. Obviously your 

markets for this particular aspect must be dependent on your submission feedback, but 

even without such an indicator, IGMS is a solid pro market.  

Strange Horizons - http://strangehorizons.com/  

This is possibly the first pro-level, 100% online magazine. Known for its interest in 

multicultural content, Strange Horizons has published some wonderful stories in the 

time I've been a reader. Unlike most other the pro markets, the fiction department is 

made up of an editorial team. You can run into a case where one editor goes to bat for 

your story and it still isn't accepted, but it also leaves opportunity for discussion to give 

your story a boost. 

Additionally, they have one of the best set of submission guidelines I have run into, 

enough so that I have recommended it as a model to editors starting new publications. 

Between the clear description of what they're expecting and the easy, online submission 

system (including an automated confirmation of receipt), they make submission easy. 

If that isn't a good enough reason to see if your story connects with their editorial team, 

the Strange Horizons editors are more likely than most to provide a little feedback on 
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those stories that stand out, whether in a positive or negative sense. This means that 

you have the chance to strengthen your story before trying it at the next market.  

Clarkesworld Magazine - http://clarkesworldmagazine.com/  

This online magazine was known for a while for the delight of receiving a pointed, and 

often useful, bit of feedback when your story failed to come up to snuff. While that 

consolation prize should your story not make the cut disappeared with a changing in the 

editorial guard, the magazine continues to publish interesting stories and offers a 

chance at pro-level credits. 

Clarkesworld Magazine pays double the established pro rate for the first 4000 words 

(standard after) in return for online (worldwide text and audio), first print, and anthology 

rights. Your story will appear alongside many award winning authors, and be available 

to a broad spectrum of readers. Additionally, the online submission system with tracking 

number allows for easy submission management, and the turnaround is generally quick.  

While it's nice to keep a list of the "submit first" magazines for your stories, new markets 

are appearing at all levels, even pro. It may take some time for SFWA to recognize a 

new market because of the membership requirements and you run the risk of the new 

magazine disappearing as quickly as it was formed. That said, new markets give you 

the potential for getting in on the ground floor and establishing a connection with the 

editorial staff. Should the magazine then achieve acceptance as a pro market, any 

additional stories of yours that are published there will count, and you already know that 

the editor likes your work. 

In checking http://www.ralan.com, one of my favorite market resources, I saw the listing 

for Bull-Spec, a brand new market to try. More information is available at the magazine's 

site: http://bullspec.com/. Besides the risk of folding, though, submission to a new 

market is somewhat blind. You cannot read an issue, or look at online samples, 

because nothing has appeared there before. In these cases, you must read the 

guidelines and make your best guess at whether your story will connect with the editor. 

However, don't be too tentative. The worst that can happen is that you need to keep 

looking for a market.  
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Advice for Young Writers: 

The Rules of Science  

By Elizabeth Chayne 

Copyright © 2010, Elizabeth Chayne, All Rights Reserved 

Building your own universe sounds like an easy thing to do. Just make up a planet, add 

a few moons, a sun, some spaceships, and aliens. What could possibly be so hard 

about it?  

Know the Rules 

Unfortunately, it isn‘t quite as easy as all that. It‘s nice to have your own world, but 

unless you happen to be Einstein, it‘s a good idea to let the science of your world follow 

some of our rules.  

For example, it‘s all very well to say something like ―My planet, Mundua, is a jungle 

planet. Everywhere you go there‘s only jungle.‖ Think about our own earth. It‘s not one 

of the biggest planets out there, and yet it has so many different ―zones‖ on it: the icy 

Poles, the Amazonian jungles, and so on.  

Asking you to take some physics classes may be the same as asking you to go sit on a 

smoking volcano, but if you can stomach a few science magazines, try reading those.  

Being in school gives you a huge advantage over adult writers: you can stop by and ask 

your science teachers questions when you‘re stumped instead of having to spend hours 

reading related articles that may not even deal with the questions you need answered. 

That said, the Internet is still a great research tool; search engines can get you 

hundreds of related websites with the click of a mouse, and scientific forums will usually 

have helpful members who will be happy to give you the information you want. 
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Science fiction is not normal fiction. It‘s connected to science. You can make your world 

dissimilar to earth, but you have to know first what earth is like before your start thinking 

about how dissimilar your own world is.  

In other words, you need to know the rules before you break them.  

Play By Your Rules 

Okay, you know the rules. You‘ve also figured out some different rules for your own 

world. What now?  

The next step: stick with your rules.  

It may sound obvious, but there are so many writers who change the science of their 

world to suit their own purposes. In Chapter One the planet has twice the gravity of 

Earth, and in Chapter Two the gravity is the same as Earth‘s, for no reason at all that 

the reader can see. That could get confusing. 

Keep track of your world‘s stats by listing them on a separate piece of paper (tuck it into 

your notebook so you won‘t lose it); if you type your work, keep the records of your 

world in the same folder. Every time you want to add something, you‘ll be able to see if 

it‘s contradictory to what you‘ve decided on before.  

Science Fiction Does Not Equal Science 

Don‘t confuse science fiction with scientific articles. That means you shouldn‘t use your 

story to introduce a scientific innovation and then leave it at that. A spaceship that can 

fly at the speed of light is great, but so what?  

Fiction deals with characters. That means people, the decisions they make, and the 

emotions they feel. Show us what happens to the people on the ship. Maybe one of 

them didn‘t really want to go on the ship. Maybe one of them has wanted to be an 

astronaut since he was five.  
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If your readers wanted to read about the spaceship and what it can do, they would 

subscribe to astronomy magazines. It‘s the characters that make your story science 

fiction.  

Science should provide a backdrop to the action instead of being the action.  

Writing Exercise: March 

Imagine that the most impossible thing you could think of happened. It can be 

something silly like piling ten scoops of ice-cream on one cone. It can be something 

wonderful like winning the lottery. It can also be something scientific like inventing a 

time machine.  

Start the story by describing the impossible. (Don‘t worry about how it came about for 

now. Don‘t worry about consequences for now, either.)  

Next describe the reactions of the people directly involved. The girl who won the lottery. 

The boy who invented the time machine. Try to describe the actions (facial expressions, 

hand gestures) and the things they say rather than what they thought.  

Now describe the reactions of the people not directly involved. The man who sold the 

girl the lottery ticket, for example. Again, try to write down his actions and not his 

thoughts.  

Lastly, have some interaction between the people directly involved and the people not 

directly involved. Show how each person views the impossible thing. Perhaps one 

person thinks of it as a toy while another considers it a business opportunity. Let these 

differences decide what happens to the impossible event/item and the people 

concerned.  

Writing Exercise: April 
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Pick one of your favorite songs and listen to the lyrics. (If you like instrumental music, 

listen to the music.) Think about what the words mean and where the music takes you, 

then try to write the story leading up the song.  

For example, a break-up song could turn into a story about a stormy three-year 

relationship. A love song could turn into a chance meeting between two people who 

haven‘t‘ seen each other for years.  

Elizabeth Chayne works as a writer and writing tutor. She can be reached at 

elizabethlchayne@gmail.com  
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Creating Characters for Children's 

Books  

By Stephanie Baudet 

Copyright © 2010, Stephanie Baudet, All Rights Reserved 

(First published in Writing Magazine (UK))  

When thinking about creating characters for children's stories some words quickly 

spring to mind. Memorable. Different. Quirky. A little larger than life. The reader needs 

to quickly engage with them and want to know what happens. The moment where the 

reader meets the main character is crucial. Their interest must be immediately roused. 

It's a good idea to begin with dialogue so that we immediately hear the 'voices' of the 

people in the story.  

Child characters may appear normal and average so that readers identify with them but 

they need to have strong character traits, both positive and negative and these traits 

should be a little in excess of average. It is these strengths and weaknesses which will 

determine how they react to the obstacles which beset them in solving their problem or 

achieving their goal. Readers need to empathise with the book characters but they also 

aspire to be them too. What does he want? This is the central driving force of the story. 

The stronger the need, the stronger the story. Show this by their dialogue, and, more 

importantly, their actions. Let the readers understand the importance of this yet let it be 

feasible too. A child who wants to be an airline pilot will obviously not achieve it during 

the story yet he might win a competition to go in a flight simulator.  

Physical appearance and age are important. Children need to be able to conjure up an 

image of the characters, but less is more. Don't spend a paragraph describing the 

character. It's the old adage show don't tell again. Use their dialogue and actions to 

portray character. And no mirrors. That means of description is clichéd. The main 
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character in a story generally needs to be a little older than the readers. A year or two 

makes a big difference in a child's life and children prefer to read about other slightly 

older rather than younger.  

In order to create fully rounded human beings they need to be three-dimensional, i.e. 

you should show their emotional, their social and their physical self. Some of these will 

depend on the plot but even if they do not, they are still important in making your 

characters human. Your characters must not appear at the start of the story as if from a 

sort of limbo. They have had several earlier years of life and experience which has 

helped to make them who they are. Don't make the mistake of adding all this to the 

story but just remember how it will affect them, for example, if a child fell into a pond 

and nearly drowned as a toddler, they may well have an disproportionate fear of water. 

Keep building and adding layers to your story folk. Real people have layers and layers 

of thoughts, hopes, fears and fantasies.  

By the end of the story a main character should have changed in some way or have 

learnt something about themselves. Perhaps the final climax brought out a hidden 

strength which she didn't know she possessed or she realised a fault and vowed to put 

it right. Whatever form the change takes, there must be one. Characters never reach 

the end of a book unchanged. This growth of a character helps readers make their own 

choices in life.  

It is a good idea to have a list of questions to ask your characters when you begin to 

create them and there are many of these lists around ranging from ten or twelve 

questions to several pages. How much you flesh out your characters depends largely 

on the length of the story. Picture books and books for very young readers are 

illustrated so need very little description at all except if it relates specifically to the plot, 

i.e. a fox with no tail or boy who never stopped growing.  

Here is a list of questions and you can add more of your own.  

1. What is your name or nickname ?  
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2. How old are you?  

3. Have you any brothers or sisters and do you get on with them?  

4. What is your favorite item of clothing?  

5. What are you good at?  

6. What are you afraid of?  

7. What is in your pocket?  

8. If you had $20 to spend, what would you spend it on?  

9. What is your biggest wish?  

10. Do you have any pets?  

11. What is your favorite food?  

12. Who is your best friend?  

13. What is your secret?  

14. What are your hobbies?  

15. What is hanging on your bedroom wall?  

16. What do you do when you're angry? What makes you angry?  

17. Do you have any habits or gestures which irritate other people?  

 

Apart from these we need to observe and get to know children – those of friends or 

relatives of course! Observe and listen to them. How do they speak? What sort of things 

do they know? What really interests them? It's fine to think back to when we were 

children as well but things have changed a lot and the last thing you want is for your 

characters to be old-fashioned, which they will be if you rely on memory alone.  

In the picture book Silly Goose by Marni McGee and illustrated by Alison Edgson, 

Goose is a very naïve bird who believes everything Fox tells her. Young children will 

soon realise that they know that geese do not having sticking out ears and that those 

which belong to Fox and Rabbit and Cow would look really silly on Goose. It's only 

when the disguised Fox is about to eat her that she realises that she must have ears 

somewhere as she can hear her friends outside. Children will love to feel smarter than 

this character.  
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Clover Twig, in Clover Twig and the Incredible Flying Cottage by Kaye Umansky, is a 

very smart, clever little girl who is afraid of no-one. This is established right at the 

beginning Clover kept her hand right where it was. She wasn't about to be ordered 

around by an old gate, even if it did belong to a witch. A little later when the witch is 

considering taking Clover on as a cleaner she asks her to describe herself in five words. 

Clover says ...hard-working, tidy, honest, mostly sensible, and -- stubborn, which neatly 

sums her up for the reader too. But the trouble begins when the cottage -- and Clover -- 

fly away.  

Thomas Trew is a character created by Sophie Masson (Hodder Children's Books) and 

who features in a number of books (six to date). We soon learn that Thomas is a 

resourceful and determined character but nevertheless he is vulnerable and capable of 

deep emotion. It seemed unbearable to him that the girl who had been so much at 

home in the sea should be in danger of death… Somebody horrible and cruel had 

poisoned her with a wicked curse… Whoever that somebody is, I'll find them and punish 

them, he thought fiercely, as the tears kept falling.  

 Your character must be believable yet slightly larger than life  

 Their goal or problem must be strong both to them and to the readers  

 Keep up to date with the children of today  

 Your character should have changed or learnt something by the end of the story  

Silly Goose by Marni McGee (Little Tiger Press. ISBN: 184506634  

Clover Twig and the Incredible Flying Cottage by Kaye Umansky (Bloomsbury, ISBN: 

9780747590637  

Stephanie Baudet is the author of nearly 30 books for children including Watchers of the 

Sky and for adults A Measure of the Soul www.stephaniebaudet.co.uk  
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Twelve Steps to a Better Virtual Book 

Tour  

By Penny Lockwood Ehrenkranz 

Copyright © 2010, Penny Lockwood Ehrenkranz, All Rights Reserved 

 

In 2003, I published my first middle grade novel, Ghost for Rent. Unfortunately, I didn‘t 

know much about marketing. Last year, after attending an online writer‘s conference, I 

learned about virtual book tours (VBT). Here was a way to market my book, while 

avoiding going out in public, something I wasn‘t keen on doing since I am what Hope 

Clark refers to as a ―shy writer.‖ The VBT is a inexpensive way to promote your book 

and your name but with a wider audience than traditional bookstore signings.  

1. Find appropriate blogs. You can do this by doing a net search, asking your writing 

groups, or social networks. If you want to spend money, you can hire a virtual book tour 

company such as Pump Up Your Book Promotion 

(http://www.pumpupyourbookpromotion.com/) or Goddess Fish Promotions 

(http://www.goddessfish.com/).  

2. Decide how long and when to tour. Most VBTs last from one week to a month. 

Some bloggers are willing to post a review, an interview and a guest post from you, so 

your exposure on that blog is longer than just a day. Time the VBT for a holiday or 

release of your book. 

3. Approach your targets. Send an email request to the people you feel would be 

good hosts for your book. Include your name, email, a short synopsis of your work, and 

when you want the VBT. 
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4. Send information. Once people confirm, send them a copy of your book (check with 

your host, some reviewers don‘t accept pdf versions). Send an author photo, a cover 

jpg, a full synopsis, an excerpt of your story, and sample interview questions.  

5. Prepare a calendar Make a list of where your book will be hosted, including the date, 

the web address, the host‘s name, and when you sent the information. You can create a 

spreadsheet on your computer or use a calendar. 

6. Answer interview questions. Spend time making thoughtful responses. If your book 

will be hosted at ten different blogs, you don‘t want the same information on all ten 

blogs. Vary your responses and make it helpful and interesting. Return these to in 

advance of the tour date. 

7. Write guest posts. If you have been invited to write guest posts, make sure you do a 

professional job. People who haven‘t read your book will be reading your posts. Make 

sure they will also want to read your book. Create posts appropriate to the subject 

matter of your book. 

8. Decide if you want to offer a giveaway. While not compulsory, some writers offer a 

promotional gift to one or more people who leave blog comments. You will need to have 

blog hosts obtain contact information. 

9. Promote the tour. List tour dates on all of your social networking sites as well as 

your own blog and web site. Send daily tweets during the VBT. Start before the tour and 

continue promoting during the tour. Send press releases to local newspapers. 

10. Remind tour hosts. A few days before each stop, send a reminder to the blog host. 

Be flexible if you learn the host is ill and can‘t post or another problem has arisen.  

11. During the tour. Visit the host blog daily and respond to any questions which 

readers may leave for you.  
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12. After the tour. Be sure to thank your tour hosts and offer to reciprocate when they 

are promoting their own books. 

Following these steps should ensure you a successful VBT, resulting in greater 

exposure and sales of your book. 
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Three Steps to Creating Fantasy Names  

By Lena Hoppe 

Copyright © 2010, Lena Hoppe, All Rights Reserved 

Or Language construction for fantasy writers who don't like constructing 

languages 

Here's the dilemma: You want original character and place names for you fantasy novel, 

but linguistics isn't your cup of tea and you'd much rather write than try to figure out 

what 'derivational morphology' means or get your head around the concept of case 

inflections.  

Or perhaps you have to meet a deadline and simply don't have the time to venture into 

the mysterious realms of syntax and suffixation - as curious as you might be about what 

awaits you there - just to be able to name your protagonist and her hometown.  

Fair enough. That doesn't mean you have to give your hero a name that looks like you 

stole it from Tolkien or string a bunch of consonants together to make something 

unpronounceable and alien-looking.  

You can easily make a skeleton language purely for putting together names and single 

words, whenever you need them. It doesn't take very long and you don't need to know 

anything about linguistics.  

You can leave the intricacies of grammar to those of us who actually enjoy it. And most 

of your readers are not going to be disappointed if they don't have to deal with entire 

sentences in an invented language either.  

With my quick and easy recipe you can make just enough language to create names in 

three simple steps:  
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STEP 1  

Make a list of sounds you want to use and how you will spell them.  

It is important to remember two things.  

1) The relationship between a letter and a sound is completely random.  

A letter is merely a symbol standing for a sound. The same letter can stand for different 

sounds in different languages. For example the English word "see" and the German 

word "See" (meaning lake or sea) are spelled the same way, but they sound very 

different. In German the letter S stands for the sound that in English would be written Z. 

And the EE sounds similar to what in English would be spelled AY.  

2) English spelling is notoriously chaotic.  

Even within a language the same letter can stand for completely different sounds. 

English is the best example for this. Consider the words "through", "tough", and "trough" 

- they all end in "-ough", and they all sound very different.  

All this isn't bad news. It just means that you have to assign letters to sounds.  

It's best to think of the sounds first and then decide on the spelling.  

Let's say you want a sound like the "c" in "cat" (or the "k" in "kit", or the "ck" in "attack"). 

You simply have to decide which letter to use to represent this sound. You could take 

"k" or "c" or, if you really want to, "f". Assuming, however, that you would like your 

readers to have at least some idea of how to pronounce your names, I would advise 

going with "k".  

If you want, you can assign more than one sound to a letter (just like the letter "c" in 

English is sometimes pronounced like an "s" and sometimes like a "k") or more than one 

letter to a sound (just like in English "s" and "c" can sound the same). If you want to 
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keep things simple, however, I would suggest assigning only one sound to one letter 

and vice versa.  

When it comes to deciding on a set of vowels, remember that there is a kind of vowel 

called a diphthong. That's a vowel that consists of two sounds, like the "oy" in "boy" or 

the "i" in "I". These count as one sound - as opposed to two separate vowels that just 

happen to be next to each other, like the "e" and the "a" in "theatrical". The two sounds 

of a diphthong are always part of the same syllable, and they can be spelled with one or 

more letters.  

If you have trouble figuring out whether you are dealing with a diphthong or a simple 

vowel, say the sound out loud to yourself. If there is a movement in your mouth mid-

sound it is a diphthong. For the diphthong in the word "eye", for example, your mouth 

should go from an open position to a more closed one and your tongue should move 

from back to front a little.  

When making your list, one good trick to make the result look coherent and unique is by 

omitting sounds - in particular sounds that are common in English. If you leave out the 

"a" or the "e", this will give your words a certain flavour that makes them look original.  

Let's make an example list, shall we? We'll keep it short - you might want to make it a 

bit longer.  

Vowels:  

E - pronounced like "ee" in "see"  

O - pronounced like "o" in "pot"  

U - pronounced like "oo" in "loom"  

I - pronounced like "i" in "kite"  

Consonants:  

B - pronounced like "b" in "bye"  

D - pronounced like "d" in "day"  
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K - pronounced like "k" in "kit"  

L - pronounced like "l" in "light"  

N - pronounced like "n" in "night"  

S - pronounced like "s" in "sight"  

STEP 2  

Now you have to decide on a few rules for putting your letters together to make words. 

In particular, you need to decide whether you want to allow two or more consonants 

next to each other in the same syllable, like "cl" in "click" or "ld" in "bold". You can, of 

course, decide that your language does not have any consonant clusters, but let's pick a 

couple for our example language.  

Beginning of a syllable:  

KL - pronounced like "cl" in "cluster"  

End of a syllable:  

ND - pronounced like "nd" in "land"  

LB - pronounced like "lb" in "bulb"  

Now decide what makes a syllable. For example:  

(1) Vowel  

(2) Vowel - Consonant(s)  

(3) Consonant(s) - Vowel  

(4) Consonant(s) - Vowel - Consonant(s)  

With these rules and our sound lists, you can make syllables such as:  

(1) o, a, i 

(2) ol, ek, is, and 

(3) ki, lo, da, klu 

(4) sun, nek, nolb, klend 

STEP 3  
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You are now ready to make some words. Make syllables and put two or three together 

to form a word (you can, of course, also have words that consist only of one syllable). 

Play around with the syllables until you come up with words that you like.  

With our sounds and syllable rules you could make the following words:  

le - sin: Lesin - pronounced lee-sign  

klun - solb: Klunsolb - pronounced kloon-solb  

de - lo - ni: Deloni - pronounced dee-lonn-eye  

And you're done! With your sound/letter list and your syllable rules you can now make 

as many names for characters and places as you need. And if you make a mistake or 

really, really want one character to have a name with a different sound in it, that's fine, 

too. All language rules have exceptions and the odd one out will just make your 

language more realistic.  

You can take all the sounds and letters you want and make the syllable rules as simple 

or complicated as you want. If you're in a hurry, you can put something together in 

about thirty minutes and very easily avoid calling your hero Ildarion or your villain 

K'tkcha.  
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Seven Tips to Help You on the Road to 

Publication  

By Suzan L. Wiener 

Copyright © 2010, Suzan L. Wiener, All Rights Reserved 

Have you ever wondered how experienced writers got that way? It really isn't by 

chance. They learn their craft and know what they are doing. Below are tips that should 

help you get that most-welcomed acceptance letter and check. Hopefully, it will make 

your road to getting published a lot easier. 

1. Writers have been told a rejection is just a stepping stone to getting published. To 

me, it is just a rejection. Keep writing and improving, and that will lead to an acceptance. 

Don't feel badly when you receive a rejection, because it just may mean your material 

wasn't what they needed. Studying the market where you submit will help you realize 

your dream.  

2. Never submit your first draft, even if you think it is your best work. Save it for a few 

days, and then check it over again. You'll be amazed at how well you can edit it, making 

it much better. 

3. If an editor suggests a change in your work after she accepts it, don't automatically 

say no. After all, the editor is the one paying you, and has a right to make the 

manuscript work for the publication's needs. If you insist on having it your way, like that 

fast-food restaurant, you will probably be working there someday. Unless their 

suggestion is outrageous, go along with it. It is definitely worthwhile. 

4. Don't antagonize an editor with rude remarks about anything she writes to you. If the 

editor takes the time to call you, always be polite. You never know who the editor might 
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know. Editors often talk about writers' ethics and can even recommend you to another 

editor. 

5. If you have run out of ideas, listen to your friends, family and others you know. Often, 

a funny joke, cute anecdote, etc. will help you to glean ideas you wouldn't have thought 

of without their input.  

6. Always check the latest guidelines. You can usually find them online, and it will save 

you money, time and effort. If you send in the same idea an editor has recently covered, 

it will be obious you don't know their publication. It will result in a rejection right away. 

7. After an editor has published your work, always send her or him a thank you note. I 

find this to be courteous and they appreciate it. It's a great way to let them know you are 

a friendly writer. They are people too, and want to work with good writers. You may not 

hear from the editor, but when it comes time to choose between two manuscripts that 

are equally good, guess who's work the editor will no doubt accept? 

Remember, that this saying "A quitter never wins and a winner never quits," really 

applies to writers because perseverance is the key to getting published. Following the 

above seven tips will help speed your way into getting your first acceptance.  
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Technical Writing Hints 

Improving the Communication  

By Patrick M. Kennedy 

Copyright © 2010, Patrick M. Kennedy, All Rights Reserved 

Introduction 

The primary reason technical engineers and programmers write a poor technical 

document is because they have had no training or experience in that field. This is not 

unusual. They have other responsibilities and training. Here we will address some of the 

basics to becoming a better technical writer by covering the most common problems 

that are encountered: Then describe how to avoid them or improve upon them. The 

following is not intended to be an instructional manual because it will only scrape the 

surface. It is meant to assist first-time or once-in-a-while technical writers. 

The following hints and discussion is written in the format of a standard technical 

document as a self-illustrating example. The following sections are general areas to 

consider in developing good habits and results before undertaking the technical writing 

process. 

Know the Reader 

It should be known if the reader, or end user, is an engineer or any other professional 

who will be fundamentally familiar with the subject of the technical document, e.g., a 

manager; a technician; a student or high-end user; or a layperson reading for 

information only. This is something that must be determined before the writing begins in 

order to decide on the technical depth, word choices, and attitude of the writing. It is 
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also necessary so information is not written down to the professional, or over the head 

of the layperson. 

Know the end task of the reader. Is it for?  

 Information only 

 Building or using a product 

 Learning a process 

 Testing or validating a process or application 

 Examining complicated details or figures 

 Using an application or process 

 Maintenance or repair 

 Part of an overall document set 

In knowing the end task of the reader, the information can be presented and detailed 

accordingly. 

Attitude and Approach 

It is best to work with the reader, not against the reader. The quicker the reader can 

understand what is written, the more effective it is. 

Write specific rather than general information. Technical readers are usually interested 

in detailed information, such as, fact, figures, conclusions, recommendations, and 

especially how to do it, but make it to the point. Too many facts and figures within a 

paragraph can lose clarity, but placed in a table or a bullet list they become easier to 

read. Even listing them within a paragraph by, (1) numbering the separate items, (2) 

putting the numbers in parentheses to separate them and make them easier to 

remember and, (3) putting them in a logical sequence, is a common approach. 

Recommendations and How-To-Do-It copy can be easier to follow if they are in 
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numbered or bulleted lists. Sometimes using a check-box square in place of a number 

or a bullet can give the impression that each step should be read and checked off, even 

if only mentally. 

Style 

Write in a clear style, not chatty as a personal letter, but kept simple, direct, expressing 

the point, and relaxed yet professional. 

Use the active voice rather than the passive voice. Action is expressed directly rather 

than indirectly. ‗Do the act‘ rather than ‗the act was done‘. Example: ‗Pat tested the 

program‘, rather than, ‗The program was tested by Pat‘. 

Word Choice 

Use jargon (the technical terminology or characteristic idiom of a special activity or 

group) sparingly. Technical terms and words are helpful shorthand when addressing the 

documentation to readers within the profession, but may confuse readers who do not 

have that special background. The word ‗yield‘ can mean ‗the amount or quantity 

produced‘ to an engineer, but ‗slow down‘ to the driver of a car or truck. Use legitimate 

technical terms when they communicate the meaning and ideas clearly, but not 

because they sound impressive. Avoid big, important-sounding words that can be 

replaced with simple words that mean the same thing. In other words, speak plain 

English. 

If jargons and those rare words must be used, consider a footnote or glossary of terms 

(or even a brief definition in parentheses) to keep the reader from diving for the 

dictionary every few minutes. This also helps the reader keep a focus on the subject. 

Refer to the sections: 1.2 Know The Reader, and 1.6 Clarity. 

Clarity 

It is best to be to the point and communicate the information in as few words as 

possible. Do not take up too much of the reader‘s time; avoid redundancies (a needless 

form of wordiness in which a modifier repeats an idea already contained within the word 

being modified). In other words, say it once. 
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Be consistent in the use of numbers, hyphens, and units of measure, punctuation, 

equations, grammar, symbols, capitalization, technical terms, acronyms and 

abbreviations. This creates a comfortable zone for the reader and avoids confusion. 

Define acronyms after the first use or as soon as possible in the document (or for larger 

documents define it again in another section). Do not assume the reader will know what 

they mean. If the definition of a word or terminology could possibly be unclear, define it 

in one way or another, i.e., index, footnote, or parenthesis. Certain sections of large 

documents may be separated for other uses in other documentation, so the definitions 

should be carried with it. 

Format 

Break the writing into short sections and paragraphs to make it easier to read. Starting 

with an outline is a great start. The outline can directly reflect the headings and sub-

headings in the order the information are being presented. If you are working with 

separate special material experts (SMEs) for each section, they can be assigned by 

heading for their input. 

Notice this article is laid out in the most common technical document format: Heading 1, 

Heading 2, and so forth, to illustrate the use of sections and paragraphs to format for 

clarity. (Note: Never use the abbreviation ‗etc.‘ or similar abbreviations in technical 

writing because it implies there is more than meets the eye or something is 

inconclusive, and this can lead to confusion). 

In the same way, short sentences are easier to read and hold the readers attention 

rather than long, drawn-out, wordy, overly comma separated, strings of words like this 

one. 

Using visuals, (drawings, photographs, maps, graphs, pie charts, bar charts, tables, and 

schematic diagrams) reinforce the text and make technical communication more 

effective. 

Persuasiveness 

Persuasiveness is the ability to move by argument, entreaty, or reason to a belief, 

position, or course of action. In technical writing the persuasiveness comes mostly from 

the confident and knowledgeable voice of the writer. Be direct and do not ask questions 
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unless there are answers. Illustrations and past examples can help persuade and 

assure the reader the information is correct. Two plus two equals four. See! It works 

every time. Assure the reader it is as easy as that.  

Technical Depth 

The technical depth is directly related to the prospective readers. Know the reader and 

write to that technical depth. Everything that is available on the subject should be 

covered in the document, or referenced to another available source. A bibliography or 

index can help here. A separate section with a list of special definitions and acronyms 

within the document is a big help. 

Know the Medium, the Final Product 

Some of the final products of technical writing are standard documentation, web content 

or design, computer-based training, software manuals, hardware manuals, online help 

systems, and marketing material for high-tech products, to name some.  

 Standard documentation can involve writing a lot of detail and explanation, 

including graphics and references.  

 Web content must be brief, direct, to the point within a few words, and in a limited 

screen area. Much like advertising copy, the web page must sell itself at the first 

glance or the readers will move to the next page as fast as a mouse click, and 

you have lost them.  

 Software and hardware manuals contain a great deal of detail and the most 

important focus for the technical writer is that the detail must be well organized. 

Keeping the common chunks of information together and in the proper order will 

keep the reader involved and better informed. Refer to the above section 1.7 

Format.  

 Online help systems are a combination of the web page and the manual 

standards. There is a great deal of detail, but it must be in brief and focused 

statements. Each statement or paragraph must stand on its own because the 
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normal process of moving from link to link in a help file will force their detachment 

from the previous paragraph, thus, it must speak for itself.  

 Writing marketing material for high-tech products must be a combination of all of 

the above with the over-riding aura of a sales pitch tying it all together. Photos 

and graphics are usually used in marketing materials. Write the copy so it stands 

on its own. Do not describe the colors because they are in the photo; do not go 

over the numbers because they are in the graph; but explain why the colors and 

numbers should be on the reader‘s desk or in their business.  

Summary 

The technical writing process is a simple expansion of common writing and editing 

practices combined with organization and research. Working with others, especially an 

editor or another writer is a plus for accuracy. Developing and maintaining certain 

standards and definitions at the beginning of a document creates consistency. Creating 

an outline or even a flowchart of the process you are writing about helps in the 

organization. Charts and tables developed before writing can help researching the 

required information. Starting with a pre-defined document template makes it easier to 

organize and format the information. 

Keeping it simple and preplanning are the keys to a successful document. Review, 

review and review, by yourself and with others, are the three essential elements in 

writing any document.  
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Website Review 

HyperHistory Online  

By Erin M. Hartshorn 

Copyright © 2010, Erin M. Hartshorn, All Rights Reserved 

http://www.hyperhistory.com/online_n2/History_n2/a.html  

This Website is meant to be used as an online companion to a wall chart of world 

history, where one can look across parallel timelines and see what was occurring at 

different places around the globe at the same time. In this review, however, I will 

discuss this website as a standalone creation, a tool for looking graphically at historical 

developments.  

The site is organized as a set of master buttons on the left, a center information area, 

and a right sidebar which alternates between links to more information and short 

articles. Additional buttons on the bottom of the page offer access to details about 

historical figures. They are labeled "Index," "Science," "Culture," "Religion," "Politics," 

and "Book Text." The left buttons are: "Options," "People," "History," "Events," "Maps," 

and "?". Both left and bottom buttons include one for hard copy; that's a shortcut for 

ordering the aforementioned wall chart.  

The best way to explain the use of the website is to give an example. If you select 

"History" from the buttons on the left, the right sidebar displays a selection of historical 

periods. When you choose a period, the center page becomes an image of the World 

History Chart with the timelines for various areas and cultures. For example, if you 

choose "500 to 1000" (A.D.), you see the Huari Empire in Peru, the Frankish kingdoms 

under the Merovingians, the East Roman Empire (which this treats as separate from 

and preceding the Byzantine Empire rather than a continuous line), elected Caliphs in 
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Mecca, the Hunnish invasion of India, the Sui dynasty in China, Buddhism introduced to 

Japan, and the kingdom of Ghana -- and that's all on the early end of that time range.  

Any words in blue are hypertext links that will open explanatory text in the right sidebar. 

Alternatively, there is a link at the top of the page -- "Book Text: The Middle Ages" -- 

that opens a list of topics that have articles, such as "Britain: From King Arthur to 

William of Normandy" and "China: Sui, Tang and Sung China." (All text is written by 

Frank E. Smitha. He holds a B.A. in history and has studied the subject extensively on 

his own.)  

Where selecting a timeline on the right in "History" gives major civilizations across 

geographical and political boundaries, doing the same for "People" shows just what you 

would expect -- major people who lived at the same time, color-coded by which group 

(science, culture, religion, or politics) they fall into, with the buttons at the bottom of the 

screen as a key. Thus, for example, you have the Chinese poet Po Chu-i (772-846) in 

blue, Charlemagne (742-814) in pink (salmon?), and Al-Karismi (c. 778-c. 850) the Arab 

mathematician in green. Clicking any of the names opens a short biography in the right 

sidebar.  

The shortcut buttons on the bottom of the page do not provide quite the same access to 

the information, but each involves a specific group of people. "Scientists" has timelines 

for two separate time periods, 500 B.C. to A.D. 1400, and 1400 to present. "Religion" 

provides links alphabetically to different religious figures included in the main timelines. 

"Politics" provides lifelines from 1450 to 1980 (persons still alive are not included). Once 

again, clicking a name opens a biography in the right sidebar.  

The "Culture" shortcut is actually three separate shortcuts: "artists," "musicians," and 

"writers." The writers given include 130 people from 1200 to 1900, with the note: "A 

complete list of important writers includes hundreds of names -- too many for a 

meaningful synchronoptic display. The 130 writers and poets displayed here have been 

selected for their enduring importance." The short biography of each writer displayed in 
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the right sidebar is accompanied by a link to an off-site biography that goes further in-

depth. Some of these links have text of the authors' writings, some do not.  

The "Events" button on the left brings up specific time blocks in the right sidebar. 

Clicking on a time period -- for example, 1931-38 -- changes the center to a timeline by 

year of major events in that time period, including political (President Roosevelt 

introduces 'New Deal'), artistic (Pearl Buck writes The Good Earth), and scientific 

(Severe famine in USSR; W. H. Carothers synthesizes nylon). Events only cover from 

1760 to the present, and obviously some selection of facts has been necessary to fit 

into the format given.  

"Maps" is the simplest button to understand -- for each item presented, there is a map, 

some with associated text links. Examples of maps include Mongol Empires, Rome + 

Han China, and Magna Graecia. The maps are world maps and show the locations of 

some other empires and civilizations at the same time.  

Overall, this site is a good way to get an overview of what the world looked like in a 

specific time frame -- what events happened about the same time, who was alive 

contemporaneously, what political entities might be rising and falling independently. The 

creator refers to this as synchronoptical: "seeing at the same time, or more accurately 

parallel views." If you want to have a Viking ship get swept out to sea and wind up 

somewhere else, this is a good source to figure out what the lost sailors might 

encounter. It is not, however, a good source for in-depth research of a specific time or 

place, such as all of the people of note who lived at a particular time. This is a good first 

step for research, but the site should probably not be used as a sole source of 

information.  

Visit the website here: http://www.hyperhistory.com/online_n2/History_n2/a.html  
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Book Review: 
Storyteller: Writing Lessons and More 
from 27 Years of the Clarion Writers' 
Workshop 
By Kate Wilhelm  

Reviewed by Erin Hartshorn 

Copyright © 2010, ErinHartshorn, All Rights Reserved 

 

This book, like Stephen King's On Writing, is part memoir, part reflection on writing, and 

part instruction manual. At its heart, Wilhelm's book is about the founding of the Clarion 

Workshop and its changes through the years. Along the way, she gives us glimpses of 

the people she met and problems they all faced.  

Her descriptions of water gun fights and students banding together to complain, of 

segregated housing and student pranks, of friendships developed over time, and of 

methods used for critiquing felt like reading a secret history. As she said toward the end 

of the book, workshops are everywhere now. "Honest and supportive criticism" 

patterned after the Milford/Clarion method now helps writers and would-be writers in all 

genres move toward publication.  

She talks about how stories that she and Damon Knight liked were roundly panned by 

students, who thought they were fundamentally flawed because there was no plot and 

nothing appeared to happen. She talks about how sometimes the change associated 

with a story is supposed to occur in the reader rather than the characters, and she talks 

about vertical stories that explore a character's life situation in great depth. I may never 

like this form of story (I'm a plot-driven writer), but now I feel I understand the 

techniques and merits of such stories better.  
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One of the things that really struck me was her description of how she develops a story 

idea. I am an outline writer, but her explanation of how she takes dreams and emotions 

and fragments and begins to write tempts me to try winging it. She is very convincing.  

At the end of the book, she gathers some of the writing tips from throughout the book, 

giving a quick reference guide to the problems found with openings; a reminder about 

the five W's (one of the things my own mom, who has a journalism degree, always 

wanted to emphasize); as well as specifics on character, plot, setting, and the various 

forms.  

Some of her advice might sound basic, but I know how often I've violated it -- for 

example, a story starts with a person in a place. Sounds pretty obvious, doesn't it? But 

she talks about a woman who wrote a story set in a walled city. When Ms. Wilhelm 

asked the woman what was outside the wall, the woman didn't know. I know I've written 

stories without knowing about the wider world, and I know at least one person who 

critiqued my cozy mystery commented that the small town didn't seem to exist 

anywhere in particular. Obvious, but easy to overlook.  

Although this is not primarily meant as a how-to book for writers, the nuggets in it (and 

the recapitulation of those points at the end of the book) are worth reading for, and the 

book as a history makes fascinating reading. It wouldn't be high on my list of books for 

people who are just learning to write, but for those looking for a little more insight or a 

slightly different way of looking at things, it's definitely a good choice.  

Storyteller: Writing Lessons and More from 27 Years of the Clarion Writers' Workshop 

By Kate Wilhelm 

Small Beer Press paperback, copyright 2005 

ISBN 978-1-931520-16-4 
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New on the Shelves 

Forward Motion for Writers has many published authors as members.  Here are just a few of the 

currently available materials that they have had published! 

 

Lazette Gifford 

 

Silky &  

Silky 2: Lord of the Land 

Follow Silkation's life from a young slave boy to a 

powerful lord of the land, with danger always close at 

hand, and magic both his gift and his bane. 

As Anthica faces dangers from the outside, can Silky's 

enemies turn away from their old hatreds to help keep their country safe? 

Silky is also available as part of a bundle of Lazette Gifford's fiction and nonfiction works. 

Lazette Gifford also has a short story, No Beast So Fierce, appearing in Volume 2, Issue 1 of 

Darwin's Evolutions. For more information, go here. 

 

http://fmwriters.com/
http://shop.hollylisle.com/index.php?crn=207&rn=403&action=show_detail
http://shop.hollylisle.com/index.php?crn=212&rn=415&action=show_detail
http://shop.hollylisle.com/index.php?crn=207&rn=404&action=show_detail
http://darwinsevolutions.com/
http://shop.hollylisle.com/scQvYp_img_90Pv/products/416_large_image.jpg
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Shana Norris 

(Site Member shana) 

Troy High  

Narrated by Cassie, a shy outsider who 

fears that an epic high school rivalry is 

about to go up in flames, the story 

follows the Trojans and Spartans as they 

declare war on the football field. After the 

beautiful Elena--who used to be the 

captain of the Spartan cheerleaders--

transfers to Troy High and falls madly in 

love with Cassie's brother Perry, the 

Spartans vow that the annual 

homecoming game will never be 

forgotten. 

Available from Amulet Books and most 

bookstores as well as Amazon.com and 

BarnesandNoble.com. Details here.  

Published August 2009 by Amulet Books 

ISBN-13/EAN: 978-0810946477 - 272 Pages 

 

http://www.shananorris.com/troyhigh.php
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Holly Lisle 

Hawkspar: A Novel of Korre 

Stolen away from their families, they are slaves; women with no 

names and no futures. Every moment of their day is controlled by 

the avatars of the stone Eyes: Obsidian, Emerald, Raxinan, Ruby, 

Windcrystal, Sapphire, Sunspar, Tigereye... 

Plucked from the ranks of slavery, protected by forces unseen, 

she is put to trial and found worthy. With her eyes replaced by 

eyes of Hawkspar stone, she can slip into the streams of time. 

Her vision—of the past, the present, and the future—lets her see 

the secret of the Eyes—and their evil. 

Kings and despots come to her to know their futures. As she pulls apart the sticky threads of time to 

arrange the world to her satisfaction, the new avatar knows that she must find a way to use time to 

her own ends—to free the slaves once and for all, and to destroy the Eyes, even if it means 

destroying herself in the process. 

Order your copy at your local bookstore, or at: 

 B&N  

 BooksAMillion  

 Amazon  

 

 

http://search.barnesandnoble.com/Hawkspar/Holly-Lisle/e/9780765348746
http://www.booksamillion.com/product/9780765348746?id=4508276744055
http://www.amazon.com/Hawkspar-Novel-Korre-Holly-Lisle/dp/0765348748
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The Silver Door (Book 2 of Moon & Sun) 

In the battle between nightlings and humans, it's prophesied that the Sunrider is 

destined to unite the magics of the sun and moon for the good of all. She alone can lead the fight to 

defeat an immortal evil. 

Genna is the chosen Sunrider, and under nightling protection, she must learn the ancient magics so 

she may bring an end to the war between slaves and masters. When she escapes a brutal plot 

concocted by the evil kai lords, Genna finds herself cast into the depths of the Sun Wizards' world. 

As the war begins to cross the moonroads, threatening to destroy all the worlds beneath the sun and 

moon, Genna must rise and harness her new powers in order to save her people. 

Will Genna, with the help of her brother, Dan, and their friends Catri, Doyati, and Yarri, be able to 

fulfill her fate? 

Master storyteller, Holly Lisle, once again transports readers to the twilit realms of the night worlds in 

this enchanting and gorgeous second tale. 

Order your copy at your local bookstore, or at: 

 B&N  

 BooksAMillion  

 Amazon  

 

How To Find Your Writing Discipline 

http://search.barnesandnoble.com/The-Silver-Door/Holly-Lisle/e/9780545000147/?itm=1&usri=1
http://www.booksamillion.com/product/9780545000147?id=4508276744055
http://www.amazon.com/Silver-Door-Moon-Sun/dp/0545000149/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1250827567&sr=8-1
http://shop.hollylisle.com/scQvYp_img_90Pv/products/388_large_image.jpg
http://shop.hollylisle.com/scQvYp_img_90Pv/products/388_large_image.jpg
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A Three-Day Plus 20 Minute Do-It-Yourself Writing Bootcamp 

You want to write. You've always wanted to write. But you: 

Can't find the time 

Can't find the initiative 

Can't find the discipline 

Buy it here 

 

Justin Stanchfield 

(Site Moderator Justinvs)  

 

Space Cowboy  

This debut young adult novel is now available from Usborne Publishing Ltd 

in the United Kingdom. 

Check it out here. 

 

 

http://shop.hollylisle.com/index.php?crn=206&rn=388&action=show_detail
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Space-Cowboy-Justin-Stanchfield/dp/0746087128/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1204488826&sr=8-1
http://www.usborne.com/images/covers/uk/large_covers/87121.jpg
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Tamara Siler Jones 

 

Valley of the Soul 

Detective Dubric Byerly returns in the third and final installment of this 

medieval fantasy-meets-thrilling mystery, genre-bending series from 

the author of Ghosts in the Snow and Threads of Malice.  

For more information, check here 

 

C. E. Murphy 

Walking Dead (The Walker Papers Book 4) 

For once, Joanne Walker's not out to save the world. She's come to terms with the 

host of shamanic powers she's been given, her job as a police detective has been relatively calm, 

and she's got a love life for the first time in memory. Not bad for a woman who started out the year 

mostly dead. 

But it's Halloween, and the undead have just crashed Joanne's party. 

http://www.amazon.com/Valley-Soul-Tamara-Siler-Jones/dp/0553587110
http://www.booksamillion.com/bam/covers/0/55/358/711/0553587110.jpg
http://www.booksamillion.com/bam/covers/0/55/358/711/0553587110.jpg
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Now, with her mentor Coyote still missing, she has to figure out how to break the spell that has let 

the ghosts, zombies, and even the Wild Hunt, come back. Unfortunately, there's no shamanic 

handbook explaining how to deal with the walking dead. And if they have anything to say about it 

which they do no one's getting out of there alive. 

For more information, check here 

 

Wen Spencer 

Endless Blue  

The Very Large Object That ATE the Other Very Large Objects! 

The Sargasso. Space ships go in, and they don't come back. But as 

the all-destroying Nefrim drive humanity from the stars, everything 

depends on one captain's desperate gambit: to dial his stardrive to 

zero—to "fall off the map"—and plunge into the ocean-covered pocket 

universe that is the Sargasso. Within is a secret that can change a galaxy. And, though escape is a 

trick generations of trapped starfarers have tried and failed to master—now the fate of two universes 

depends on Mikail Volkov being the first to GET OUT! 

For more information, check here 

 

 

http://www.amazon.com/Walking-Dead-C-E-Murphy/dp/037380301X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1250825822&sr=8-1
http://www.webscription.net/chapters/1416573852/1416573852.htm?blurb
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Lynn Viehl 

Stay the Night: A Novel of the Darkyn  

Outlaw, immortal vampire, and art thief, Darkyn Lord Robin of Locksley 

has evaded authorities for the last 700 years. At the moment, he's 

falling for undercover federal agent Christina Renshaw, who has no 

time for an affair. She hopes to snag an elusive art thief, but soon has 

no choice other than to join forces with Robin. When the chase 

becomes dangerous, both will have to choose between losing each 

other and losing everything they value... 

For more information, check here 

Shadowlight: A Novel of the Kyndred  

With a single touch, Jessa Bellamy can see anyone's darkest secrets. She's tried to 

hide her psychic ability from everyone, but a biotech company called GenHance has discovered her 

talent, and intends to take her, kill her and harvest her priceless DNA to sell it to the highest bidder. 

A mysterious photographer named Gaven Matthias is also interested in Jessa; he's been trying to 

find her for months. When GenHance makes their move, Gaven has no choice but to kidnap Jessa 

http://search.barnesandnoble.com/Stay-the-Night/Lynn-Viehl/e/9780451412669/?itm=8
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himself so he can protect her and convince her to join him in helping protect others like her. Jessa 

discovers that she can't see any of Gaven's secrets, so she doesn't know if he's telling the truth, but 

as a monstrous assassin created by GenHance's experiments closes in on them, she must decide if 

the strong attraction they share is proof enough that Gaven is her greatest ally — or is a 

smokescreen hiding a terrible secret. 

For more information, check here 

Jack Scoltock 

(Site Member Jakers) 

Golden Weddin' and the B.V.M. 

An older YA Novel 

May and Joe McPartland are getting ready to celebrate their 50th 

wedding anniversary in the small Irish town of Derry with their entire 

family. All should be happy on this momentous occasion, but fractious 

family issues and a visit by the Blessed Virgin Mary (the B.V.M.) to some 

of the children reveal that all is not as it should be. 

Available from Virtual Tales here. 

Challenge of the Red Unicorn  

Chalice, the sacred supreme unicorn, has been captured with other 

unicorns by the Weers—wolf-like monsters whose evil leader, Rashark, is 

http://www.amazon.com/Shadowlight-Novel-Kyndred-Lynn-Viehl/dp/0451412788/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1250829077&sr=8-1
http://www.virtualtales.com/Peoples-Cultures/Golden-Weddin-the-B.V.M.html
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stealing all of their magic. And because Chalice has the most powerful of magic of all the unicorns, 

Rashark wants him the most. For the moment, Chalice's disguise is keeping him from Rashark's 

notice—but it won't hide him for long. 

Available from Virtual Tales here. 

Maria Zannini 

(Site Member mz) 

Touch of Fire  

Between mage and man lies fire. 

Leda has been ordered by the House of Ilia to use her fae gifts to find an 

alchemist's bible, no matter what the cost. In a world where technology 

has been replaced by Elemental magic, this book is more dangerous than 

any spell or potion. 

This futuristic fantasy was released in May 2008 by Samhain Publishing (ISBN: 978-1-60504-031-8). 

It starts life out as an e-book and will go to print in Winter 2009. 

You can read an excerpt and buy a copy here.  

 

Robert A. Black 

http://www.virtualtales.com/Fantasy/Challenge-of-the-Red-Unicorn.html
http://samhainpublishing.com/romance/touch-of-fire
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(Site Member ShutterBob) 

Lunar Pioneers  

"We are all pioneers on the frontiers of our own lives. Each day is a new trip 

into the unknown." It's the biggest day of 13-year-old Blair Kelly's life, but 

she's not sure whether to be excited or anxious about it. If all goes as planned, her family will soon 

be leaving the Earth and moving to Clementine Colony, at the south pole of the Moon. The only 

person who seems to understand her mixed feelings is her grandfather, who reminds Blair of the 

things her ancestors faced when they settled the Nebraska prairie, centuries before. Blair and her 

older brother, Tom, have both gone to "Moon School" to prepare for the journey, but classes can't 

prepare them for leaving their friends, extended family and most of their possessions behind. As 

they become more settled, Blair begins volunteering with the group that maintains the colony's plant 

life, while Tom competes in many of the unusual sports that can be played in the Moon's light 

gravity. Just as she's selected to help with a special project at a new research facility, a tragedy on 

her grandparents' farm divides Blair's loyalties. Should she return to Earth? Or should she remain on 

the Moon? 

This YA novel was named winner of the Youth Moon Fiction category for OutOfTheCradle.net's 

Best of the Moon awards for 2008. For more details about the contest, go here. For information 

about the book, click here. 

 

Stephanie Green 

http://www.outofthecradle.net/archives/2008/12/best-of-the-moon-2008/
http://www.amazon.com/Lunar-Pioneers-Robert-Black/dp/1590923979
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Site Member Lysistrata)  

33 Mistakes Writers Make About Blind Characters 

In 33 Mistakes Writers Make about Blind Characters, you learn about: 

 What it's really like to be blind  

 How a blind person tackles daily living – eating, dressing themselves, working, cooking, putting on 

makeup, travelling and playing sport.  

 Resources and technology available for people who are blind  

 Treatment of the blind throughout history  

 Famous blind people and their feats – you'll be amazed at the achievements of these people!  

Available from Holly's Shop.  

 

David Toft 

(Site Member dmtoft) 

End Game 

Across the world, suicide attacks are bringing previously 

stable governments to the brink of collapse. Scotland Yard's 

Stuart Wilson, and Bill Rubek his American counterpart, must 

track down the organization responsible and stop the carnage 

before the entire planet descends into anarchy. The results of 

their investigations are as frightening as they are 

unbelievable. A single mastermind, not of their world, is 

http://shop.hollylisle.com/index.php?crn=217&rn=417&action=show_detail
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behind the attacks, seeking out the vulnerable and desperate, buying the souls of those who love 

them, and turning them into instruments of carnage. 

Available from Wings ePress in both ebook and print formats. For information about the book, click 

here.  

 

Jennifer R. Povey (Site Member NinjaFingers) sold the following stories:  

Treaty to the online portion of the Australian magazine Cosmos. 

The Race will appear in Warrior Wisewoman 3.  

 

Kathy Hurley (Site Member Pooka) debuts with her science fiction short story The Truth One Sees 

in Warrior Wisewoman 3.  

 

Mariah Daley (Site Member attagirl) debuts in the literary magazine Eclectic Flash with the following 

three items:  

Cibolo Cache (Non-Fiction) 

MWF, 39 (Fiction) 

Negative Space (Fiction)  

 

L.E. Erickson (Site Member leerickson) has a short story, On a Black Horse, appearing in The Four 

Horsemen: An Anthology of Conquest, War, Famine & Death, which is due to be released in June 

2010 from Pill Hill Press.  

 

Chris Ward (Site Member headofwords) has sold two short stories:  

Benny's Harem was published online November 2009 in Dark Recesses. 

Forever My Baby is on AfterburnSF. You can read it here.  

 

Ed Greaves (Site Member Temporus) has a short story, The Wishing Stone, available in the 1st 

Quarter issue of Abyss & Apex. Read it here.  

  

http://wingsepress.com/Bookstore/End%20Game.htm
http://wingsepress.com/Bookstore/End%20Game.htm
http://www.eclecticflash.com/
http://www.pillhillpress.com/index.html
http://www.afterburnsf.com/ViewArticle.aspx?ArticleId=81c77a76-b12d-4f0d-98b3-52691633e90f
http://www.abyssandapex.com/201001-stone.html
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Submission Guidelines  

Vision: A Resource for Writers is now starting its tenth year of publication in 2010. We now pay one 

cent a word for articles between 500 and 2000 words. Writing for the ezine is easier than you might 

think. Writers -- professionally published or not -- often have insights into things that help them work, 

or have specific knowledge about areas of specialization in real life. I am always interested in genre-

relaed articles. 

Here are the things to consider when you're writing an article for Vision:  

 Read the submission guidelines and follow them. If you have a question, email me at editor@visionforwriters.com.  

 Don't write an article and send it off without proofing. In fact, read it more than once. Let it sit for a day or two, even if 

you are running late. I would rather have a well-edited late article than a messy one sent on time.  

 I am looking for any articles related to writing, from first-person experience articles to genre-specific how-to's and 

informational articles about your area of specialization - whether that is history, science, nursing or long-distance 

running. Write something that will help other writers, and I'll be interested in taking a look.  

 You do not need to query about an article. I would rather see the finished product. 

 Did I mention reading the guidelines?  

We strive to maintain professional standards. Manuscripts must be as free from spelling and 

grammatical errors as you can make them, and in what you perceive to be final draft. We will not 

welcome massive rewrites of a piece after we have accepted it. When an article is accepted, we will 

edit it to our standards. If we feel that it needs massive rewrites, it will not be accepted 

Please note that Margaret Fisk is now the Features' Editor and will handle all the review articles.  
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Guidelines: 

Articles must be at least 500 words with 2000 words as the 'soft' top. I'm willing to go over that count 

if the article needs it, but payment stops at 2000 words.  

Check your spelling and grammar! Also, if you are from a country that does not use US spelling 

conventions, let me know in the email. That will stop me from making several 'corrections' before I 

realize they aren't mistakes.  

Place your Title AND YOUR NAME at the top of the document. I hate having to go search through 

emails, checking attachments, to figure whose article I'm actually reading.  

Use either a Courier or Arial font, 12pt.  

Double space your manuscript.  

Do not indent. 

Please send articles as attachments in Word Doc format (.doc or docx) or .rtf files. 

Indicate book titles with italics. Yes, that means if you are doing a Word doc or rtf that you can use 

actual italics and not an underline to indicate italics.  

Do not use an underline for emphasis. Use italics or bold.  

NO HTML code except for links, and those written in this fashion: http://www.whatever.com/this.htm  

Provide the ISBN #s and publishers for all books mentioned or reviewed. Do this by adding the title, 

author, publisher and ISBN# at the bottom of the file. The same is true for articles -- be certain to cite 

them.  
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An additional note to Word users: Turn off the 'smart quotes' option in Word, which can be found 

under Tools-AutoCorrect and then the tabs AutoFormat while you type AND Autoformat. Also 

uncheck the symbol replacement for --. While Smart Quotes look really neat on the screen, they 

sometimes translate to funny little squares that cannot be taken out with the 'find-replace' feature, 

but have to be hunted down by hand. If you are submitting anything electronically, you will very likely 

hear back from the editor on these. And remember -- a lot of print publishers are now asking for 

electronic copy for their end as well. 

I look forward to seeing articles from you! 

Thank you!  

Lazette Gifford 

Managing Editor  
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Masthead  

Vision is published bi-monthly and pays one cent per word. I will be happy to look at any articles that 

will help writers. Guidelines for Vision 

If you have any questions, or would like to propose an article for an upcoming issue, feel free to drop 

a line to either of the editors below. We look forward to hearing from you! 

Lazette Gifford,  

Publisher and Editor 

editor@visionforwriters.com 

Features' Editor (Reviews): 

Margaret Fisk 

margaretfisk@fmwriters.com 

Copyright Information Entire contents Copyright 2010, Forward Motion E-press. All rights reserved. 

Reproduction in whole or in part without permission is expressly prohibited, except that the PDF 

version of the issue may be freely distributed, as long as it remains complete and unchanged.  

 

http://fmwriters.com/Visionback/Vision%2055/submission.html

